








































































































































































































PROJECT NO. 38533 

PUC REVIEW OF ERCOT BUDGET § PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION 
§ 
§ OF TEXAS 

STATEMENT OF ERCOT CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER SUMMARIZING 
ERCOT's 2024/2025 BIENNIAL BUDGET AND SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION FEE 

Introduction 

Electric Reliability Council of Texas, Inc. (ERCOT) presents a 2024/2025 biennial budget 
that contemplates increasing ERCOT's system administration fee (i.e., ERCOT's primary funding 
source) rate from the current $0.555 per megawatt hour (MWh) to a rate of $0.710 per MWh for 
ERCOT fiscal years 2024 and 2025. This increase in the system administration fee rate is necessary 
to enable ERCOT to make the investments in the essential technology and staff necessary for 
maintaining reliability and efficient markets in the ERCOT region. It is ERCOT management's 
intention that the proposed $0.710 per MWh fee will remain in effect not only for the 2024/2025 
biennium, but through the following biennium as well. 

The following information is presented for the consideration of the Public Utility 
Commission of Texas (Commission), in a format modeled on the "Administrator' s Statement" 
utilized by Texas state agencies in their Legislative Appropriations Requests. In addition to this 
statement, ERCOT has filed with the Commission the supporting documentation required by 
Commission rules or otherwise requested by Commission staff. ERCOT management and its 
Board of Directors (Board) are gratified that the development of the ERCOT Board-approved 
2024/2025 biennial budget and system administration fee was the result of a productive 
collaboration with Commission staff. 

ERCOT is prepared to provide additional information at the Commission's request. 

ERCOT Overview 

ERCOT manages the flow of electric power to more than 26 million Texas customers, 
representing approximately 90 percent of the state's electric load. As the independent system 
operator (ISO) for the region, ERCOT schedules power on an electric grid that connects more than 
52,700 miles of high-voltage transmission lines and more than 1,100 generation units, including 
Private Use Networks. ERCOT also performs financial settlement for the competitive wholesale 
bulk-power market and administers retail switching for nearly 8 million premises in competitive 
choice areas. 

ERCOT is a membership-based, Texas non-profit corporation, operating as a tax-exempt 
organization under Section 501(c)(4) of the Internal Revenue Code, governed by its Board and 
subject to oversight by the Commission and the Texas Legislature. ERCOT' s core duties are 
delineated in Section 39.151 of the Texas Public Utility Regulatory Act (PURA). As the 
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"independent organization" designated to serve as the ISO for the ERCOT power region, ERCOT 
is responsible for ensuring: 

1. Access to the transmission and distribution systems for all buyers and sellers of 
electricity on nondiscriminatory terms; 

2. The reliability and adequacy of the regional electrical network; 

3. That information relating to a customer's choice of retail electric provider is 
conveyed in a timely manner to the persons who need that information; and 

4. That electricity production and delivery are accurately accounted for among the 
generators and wholesale buyers and sellers in the region. 1 

The composition of the ERCOT Board is mandated by PURA,2 as is the Commission's 
oversight role.3 The members of the ERCOT Board and the dates of their terms are identified in 
the schedules as Work Paper 1 in Attachment D , ERCOT 2024 / 2025 Biennial Budget Schedules 
and Work Papers. The identification of ERCOT's Board members is as of the date of this filing. 

ERCOT' s actions in furtherance of its statutory mission are subject to the oversight and 
review of the Commission. In addition, ERCOT is responsible for ensuring compliance with 
federal electric reliability standards, pursuant to the Federal Power Act. For federal reliability 
standards, ERCOT is accountable to the Texas Reliability Entity (TRE), the North American 
Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC), and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
(FERC). Regarding compliance with state reliability rules, including the ERCOT Protocols, 
pursuant to Commission order of November 2022, ERCOT acts as the Reliability Monitor for the 
Texas power grid by gathering and analyzing data to meet monitoring obligations required by 16 
Tex. Admin. Code (TAC) § 25.503(k). 

Effective June 9,2023, Texas Government Code § 411.1183 authorized ERCOT to obtain 
from the Texas Department of Public Safety (DPS) any criminal history or other information 
maintained by the department on applicants for employment at or access to systems that affect the 
security of the electric grid. Also effective June 9, 2023, new PURA subsection 39.151 (g-7) 
mandates ERCOT identify all roles in ERCOT that are critical to security of the electric grid and 
before hiring a person for such position to obtain criminal history and any other necessary 
background information. NERC Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) Standard CIP-004-03 
requires seven-year criminal record checks for personnel who have authorized cyber access or 
authorized unescorted physical access to Critical Cyber Assets. In practice, ERCOT conducts 
background checks every seven years for all employees and may now include supplemental 
information from DPS. 

1 PURA § 39.151(a)(1)-(4) 

2 See PURA § 39.151(g) & (g-1). 

~ See PURA § 39.151(c)-(f),(g-1),(g-6) & (i). The Commission's oversight of ERCOT is further detailed 
in Chapter 25, Subchapter O, Division 2 (Independent Organizations) of 16 Tex. Admin. Code (TAC), and in 16 TAC 
§ 22.251 of the P.U.C. Procedural Rules (R-eview of Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT) Conduct). 

2 
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High-Level Overview: ERCOT's Proposed 2024/2025 Biennial Budget 

Spending Authorization 

ERCOT' s proposed 2024/2025 biennial budget authorizes total spending for operating 
expenses, project spending, and debt service obligations in the amounts of $424,027,936 for 
ERCOT's fiscal year 2024, and $426,184,988 for ERCOT's fiscal year 2025. 

The budget proposal includes funds to address ERCOT's strategic objectives; compliance 
with ERCOT' s financial corporate standard and associated financial metrics approved by the 
Board; funding for the Independent Market Monitor; and Reliability Monitor compliance 
functions. The debt service coverage ratio in the proposed budget is projected to be adequate to 
meet ERCOT's 1.10:1.00 targeted ratio, and the liquidity ratio is projected to be adequate to meet 
ERCOT' s targeted minimum level of liquidity which factors in: 1) six months of forecasted 
redistribution of Congestion Revenue Right (CR_R) Auction receipts, 2) six months of all 
forecasted interest and mandatory principal payments on outstanding indebtedness, other than 
principal payments reasonably expected to be refinanced, 3) two months of average cash operating 
and maintenance expenses, net of projected administration fee receipts, and 4) two months of 
budgeted project expenditures. 

ERCOT is also responsible for budgeting to fund the operations of the NERC Electric 
Reliability Organization (ERO). Funding for NERC/ERO operations is a pass-through fee that is 
not used to fund ERCOT operations. A total of $53.9 million of ERCOT' s proposed 2024/2025 
biennial budget will be used to fund the NERC/ERO for 2024 and 2025. 

Revenue Sources 

ERCOT' s proposed 2024/2025 biennial budget includes system administration fee 
requirements of $330.1 million in 2024, and $340.8 million in 2025. This requires an increase in 
the system administration fee from a rate of $0.555 per MWh to $0.710 per MWh effective January 
1, 2024, which would be the first increase to the fee rate since 2016 and would represent a 
compound annual growth rate of 3.1% across the eight years since the last rate increase. The Board 
and ERCOT management are acutely aware that the consumers of Texas fund ERCOT, and that 
ERCOT must remain focused on running an effective but efficient organization that not only 
meets, but exceeds the performance expectations of those ERCOT serves. 

The Commission' s rules 4 permit the Board to approve user fees for specific services 
provided by ERCOT to Market Participants and the public. These user fees are included in the 
ERCOT Fee Schedule that is maintained along with the ERCOT Protocols. While user fees do not 
recover a large portion of ERCOT's revenue requirement (user fees are expected to generate $16.3 
million in 2024 and $16.3 million in 2025), ERCOT regularly reviews user fees to ensure the 
recovery of appropriate costs. ERCOT may recommend other user fee changes to the Board while 
the 2024/2025 ERCOT biennial budget is in effect. In addition to these existing user fees, revenues 
for servicing and administering ERCOT' s two Special Purpose Entity subsidiaries established for 

4 See 16 TAC § 25.363(g) 
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the PURA Chapter 39 Subchapters M and N securitizations are anticipated to be $1.7 million for 
each ofERCOT fiscal years 2024 and 2025. 

ERCOT' s proposed 2024/2025 biennial budget anticipates $49.8 million in interest income 
for 2024 and $39.8 million in interest income for 2025. The increase from the 2022/2023 biennial 
budget is primarily due to a corresponding increase in interest rates combined with an assumed 
investment balance of $2 billion in CRR funds. Potential risks to ERCOT' s 2024/2025 budget 
proposal include lower-than-proj ected interest income rates and a lower-than-proj ected CRR fund 
balance. 

Sources and Uses Summarv Table 

2024 Board Approved 2025 Board Approved 
Amount Amount 

($ in millions) ($ in millions) 

Sources 
System Administration Fee Revenues $330.1 $340.8 
Reliability Organization Assessment 26.2 27.7 
Interest Income 49.8 39.8 
Other Revenues 18.0 18.0 
Total Sources $424.0 $426.2 

Uses 
Department Expenditures $315.1 $ 331.2 
Project Expenditures 37.5 33.0 
Market Design Project 21.6 17.2 
Reliability Organization Assessment 26.2 27.7 
Debt Service 5.4 5.2 
Increase in Cash Balance 18.3 11.9 
Total Uses $424.0 $426.2 

Schedule may not total dne to rounding 

Mission and Driving Forces 

ERCOT' s mission and driving forces are detailed in its 2024 - 2028 Strategic Plan, which 
is included in ERCOT' s 2024/2025 Biennial Budget and System Administration Fee Submission 
as Attachment E , ERCOT 2024 - 2028 Strategic Plan . 

Incremental increases in the proposed 2024/2025 budget from the 2022/2023 budget reflect 
multiple factors impacting the electric industry in the ERCOT region. The ERCOT region has 
witnessed significant changes in its resource mix and regulatory environment. The Texas grid is 
more complex, dynamic, and diverse than ever before, and the pace of growth and change is 
accelerating. In the past few years, the ERCOT region' s growth has included active Market 
Participants increasing from 1,800-plus to over 3,100-plus; generating units, including Private Use 
Networks, increasing from 650-plus to 1,100-plus; miles of high-voltage transmission increasing 
from 46,500-plus to 52,700-plus; and the annual amount of endorsed transmission projects 
increasing from $1.3 billion to $3.3 billion. The types of industry participants also continue to 
evolve. Over the last decade, wind and solar generation has increased, and we have seen the 
development of energy storage. ERCOT now also works with different types of participants, such 
as large loads and distributed energy resources. 

4 
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Federal and state statutory and regulatory activities since Winter Storm Uri continue to 
require substantial dedication of resources to support grid reliability and resilience, particularly in 
response to extreme weather events. These changes have focused on enhancing communication, 
strengthening weatherization standards, and implementing measures to ensure system stability. 
Overall, the ERCOT region has experienced a dynamic transformation, embracing new energy 
sources while striving to enhance the reliability of its power infrastructure. Proj ects deferred in 
prior years need to be restored to continue ERCOT's reliability-first approach to operations and 
execute an overall market plan that includes Real-Time Co-optimization (RTC). A greater 
investment in ERCOT' s people must be prioritized for ERCOT to compete for talent among 
employers in a tight job market and to manage talent in a way that advances ERCOT's mission, 
vision, and strategic objectives. Finally, ERCOT faces increased litigation and regulatory costs. 

Budget Drivers for 2024/2025 

In its presentations to the ERCOT Board, and in its consultation meetings with Commission 
staff, ERCOT has identified, with stakeholder input, three ERCOT Board-approved objectives and 
high-level priorities that correspond to the three Strategic Objectives in ERCOT's 2024 - 2028 
Strategic Plan and budget-request drivers for 2024/2025 as follows: 

1. Be an industry leader for grid reliability and resilience; 
2. Enhance the ERCOT region's economic competitiveness with respect to trends in 

wholesale power rates and retail electricity prices to consumers; and 
3. Advance ERCOT, Inc. as an independent leading industry expert and an employer 

of choice by fostering innovation, investing in our people, and emphasizing the 
importance of our mission. 

Additional details regarding ERCOT' s strategic objectives and priority issues are included 
in the 2024-2028 Strategic Plan in Attachment E. 

Compared to ERCOT' s approved 2023 budget, 5 the 2024 budget request represents an 
increase in total department net expenditures and project expenditures of $115.6 million and 
includes 171 incremental employee positions. Of the $115.6 million increase, $24.8 million 
(21.5%) is tied to Strategic Objective 1, $44.5 million (38.5%) is tied to Strategic Objective 2, and 
$46.3 million (40.0%) is tied to Strategic Objective 3. Department net expenditures represent 
department expenditures net of department revenues such as user fees and securitization fees, 
which serve as funding sources for those expenditures. Incremental department revenues reduce 
the system administration fee revenues that otherwise would be required to fund incremental 
department expenditures. It is important to note that the $46.3 million tied to Strategic Obj ective 
3 includes the incremental costs from the 2023 budget to the 2024 budget request that are 
associated with changes in the average compensation for all 2023 budgeted employee positions, 
regardless of the employee' s role. Full details regarding increases in department net expenditures 

5 Throughout this section of the CEO statement, references to increases or decreases are to the 2024 budget request as 
compared to ERCOT's approved 2023 budget. 
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and projects are included in the 2024/2025 biennial budget presentation made by ERCOT staff at 
the June 19, 2023 F&A Committee meeting (Attachment B). 

Strategic Obiective 1: Be an industry leader for grid reliabilitv and resilience 

For ERCOT to be an industry leader forgrid reliability and resilience, ERCOT's 2024/2025 
budget proposal contemplates incremental department net expenditures and proj ect expenditures 
of $24.8 million with an incremental 114 employee positions. Of those 114 positions, 58 are in 
Systems Planning & Weatherization, 42 are in System Operations, six are in General Counsel, five 
are in the Chief Information Office, and three are in the Chief Administrative Office. 

The incremental costs and positions are required as a result of ever-increasing complexities, 
volumes, and requirements. There are several drivers for the increases. They include: (1) growth 
in interconnection requests and reviews; (2) mandated inspections of generation and transmission 
facilities; (3) increased number and MWh of Large Flexible Loads (LFLs), Energy Storage 
Resources (ESRs), and Inverter Based Resources (IBRs); (4) continued growth in renewable 
resources; and (5) new responsibilities for monitoring compliance with state reliability rules. 

While incremental employee positions are required for drivers like interconnection 
requests and mandated inspections, the related incremental costs are at least partially offset by user 
fees. Similarly, ERCOT's new responsibilities for monitoring compliance with state reliability 
rules require incremental employee positions; however, the costs of a third-party providing those 
services was previously included in the 2022/2023 budget. In situations like these, the incremental 
employee positions for these activities do not result in a similar incremental department net 
expenditure request, thus minimizing the impact on the system administration fee request. Full 
details regarding increases in department net expenditures and projects required for ERCOT to be 
an industry leader for grid reliability and resilience are included in the 2024/2025 biennial budget 
presentation in Attachment B. 

Strategic Obiective 2: Enhance the ERCOT region' s economic competitiveness with 
respect to trends in wholesale power rates and retail electricity prices to consumers 

To enhance the ERCOT region' s economic competitiveness with respect to trends in 
wholesale power rates and retail electricity prices to consumers, ERCOT's 2024/2025 budget 
proposal includes incremental department net expenditures and project expenditures of $44.5 
million with an incremental 29 employee positions. Of those 29 positions, 13 are in Commercial 
Operations, eight are in the Chief Information Office, and eight are in the Chief Administrative 
Office. 

The maj ority of the Strategic Obj ective 2 incremental department net expenditures and 
proj ect expenditures are proj ect driven, with the largest two components being (1) high-profile 
market design projects, such as those required by House Bill 1500 of the 88th Texas Legislature 
and those featured in the overall market plan discussed at the Commission, which include 
Dispatchable Reliability Reserve Service (DRRS), Real-Time Co-optimization (RTC), the 
Performance Credit Mechanism (PCM), the Market Management System AIMS), and the Firm 
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Fuel Supply Service (FFSS); and (2) the addition of a second iTest environment necessary to 
efficiently facilitate change. 

The remaining incremental costs and employee positions are primarily driven by an 
increase in the complexity and volume of work including: (1) securitization; (2) CRR long-term 
auctions; and (3) the increasing size and activity of the wholesale and retail markets. Full details 
regarding increases in department net expenditures and proj ects required to enhance the ERCOT 
region' s economic competitiveness with respect to trends in wholesale power rates and retail 
electricity prices to consumers are included in the 2024/2025 biennial budget presentation in 
Attachment B. 

Strategic Obi ective 3: Advance ERCOT. Inc. as an independent leading industry expert and an 
employer of choice by fostering innovation, investing in our people, and emphasizing the 

importance of our mission 

To advance ERCOT, Inc. as an independent leading industry expert and an employer of 
choice by fostering innovation, investing in our people, and emphasizing the importance of our 
mission, ERCOT' s 2024/2025 budget proposal includes incremental department net expenditures 
and project expenditures of $46.3 million with an incremental 28 employee positions. Of those 28 
positions, 11 are in the Chief Information Office, eight are in General Counsel, seven are in the 
Chief Administrative Office, and two are in Public Affairs. 

The maj ority of the Strategic Obj ective 3 incremental department net expenditures and 
proj ect expenditures are to address recruitment, attrition management, and compensation 
adjustments for competitiveness. As noted previously, average compensation variances for all 
2023 budgeted positions are included in Strategic Objective 3, regardless of the employee' s 
department or function. 

Additional key incremental costs and employee positions include resources for improving 
communications, engaging in grid innovation research and collaboratives, and providing support 
for lawsuits, disputes, and regulatory requirements. Full details regarding increases in department 
net expenditures and proj ects required to advance ERCOT, Inc. as an independent leading industry 
expert and an employer of choice by fostering innovation, investing in our people, and 
emphasizing the importance of our mission are included in the 2024/2025 biennial budget 
presentation in Attachment B. 

Conclusion 

ERCOT will provide additional information, as requested, to facilitate the Commission's 
review of ERCOT's 2024/2025 Biennial Budget and System Administration Fee Submission. 
ERCOT respectfully requests that the review process conclude by November 15, 2023, to allow a 
Market Notice to all Market Participants 45 days in advance of the change to the system 
administration fee rate at the beginning of ERCOT's fiscal year on January 1, 2024. 

Pablo Vegas 
ERCOT President & Chief Executive Officer 
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Attachment D 

ERCOT 2024/2025 Biennial Budget Schedules and Work Papers 
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Electric Reliability Council of Texas, Inc. (ERCOT) 
Fiscal Year 2024-2025 Budget Request 
Schedule 1: Method of Finance ($ in Millions) 

2022 Actual 2023 Budget 2024 Request 2025 Request 2026 Projection 2027 Projection 2028 Projection 2029 Projection 
Line Method of Finance $%$%$%$%$%$%$%$% 

1 System Administration Fee $ 239.2 74% $ 240.9 84% $ 330.1 78% $ 340.8 80% $ 350.9 80% $ 360.9 75% $ 397.6 81% $ 401.4 81% 

2 Reliability Organization Assessment Fee 21.8 7% 20.5 7% 26.2 6% 27.7 6% 29.2 7% 30.8 6% 32.6 7% 34.4 7% 

3 Interest Income 25.0 8% 0.0 0% 49.8 12% 39.8 9% 39.8 9% 39.8 8% 39.8 8% 39.8 8% 

4 Other Revenues 

5 Weatherization Inspection Fee 0.9 0% 10.6 4% 4.4 1% 4.5 1% 4.8 1% 5.0 1% 5.3 1% 5.6 1% 

6 Generation Interconnection Study Fee 2.6 1% 5.5 2% 6.2 1% 6.2 1% 6.6 2% 7.0 1% 7.4 1% 7.8 2% 

7 Private Wide·Area Network Fee 3.1 1% 3.4 1% 4.6 1% 4.5 1% 4.8 1% 5.0 1% 5.3 1% 5.6 1% 

8 SPE M&N Admin and Servicing Fee 1.3 0% - 0% 1.7 0% 1.7 0% 1.7 0% 1.7 0% 1.7 0% 1.7 0% 

9 Blackstart Training Fee 0.2 0% 0.4 0% 0.5 0% 0.5 0% 0.5 0% 0.5 0% 0.5 0% 0.6 0% 

10 Membership Dues 0.3 0% 0.3 0% 0.3 0% 0.3 0% 0.3 0% 0.3 0% 0.3 0% 0.3 0% 

11 Operations Training Seminar Fee - 0% 0.3 0% 0.3 0% 0.3 0% 0.3 0% 0.3 0% 0.3 0% 0.3 0% 

12 Market Participant Registration Fee 0.1 0% 0.1 0% 0.1 0% 0.1 0% 0.1 0% 0.1 0% 0.1 0% 0.1 0% 

13 Cyber Monitoring Fee 0.0 0% - 0% - 0% - 0% - 0% - 0% - 0% - 0% 

14 Other Miscellaneous 0.0 0% - 0% - 0% - 0% - 0% - 0% - 0% - 0% 

15 Sub-Total Other Revenues $ 8.6 3% $ 20.5 7% $ 18.0 4% $ 18.0 4% $ 18.9 4% $ 19.9 4% $ 20.9 4% $ 21.9 4% 

16 

17 CRR Borrowings 23.7 7% 5.1 2% - 0% - 0% - 0% - 0% - 0% - 0% 

18 Decrease in Cash Balance 6.9 2% - 0% - 0% - 0% - 0% 28.4 6% - 0% - 0% 

19 Total - ERCOT $ 325.2 100% $ 287.0 100% $ 424.0 100% $ 426.2 100% $ 438.8 100% $ 479.7 100% $ 490.8 100% $ 497.4 100% 

Schedule may not foot due to rounding 

Note: Certain prior year amounts have been reclassified for consistency with the current presentation. These reclassifications had no effect on the reported results of operations. 
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Electric Reliability Council of Texas, Inc. (ERCOT) 
Fiscal Year 2024-2025 Budget Request 
Schedule 2: Summary by Object of Expense ($ in Millions) 

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 
Line Object of Expense Actual Budget Request Request Projection Projection Projection Projection 

1 Salaries & Wages $ 97.7 $ 102.6 $ 136.8 $ 146.6 $ 155.5 $ 164.9 $ 174.9 $ 185.5 

2 Other Personnel Costs 34.1 36.7 65.5 71.9 76.2 80.8 85.7 90.9 

3 Professional Fees & Services 26.5 22.2 37.5 36.0 38.0 40.1 42.4 44.7 

4 Fuels & Lubricants 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

5 Consumable Supplies 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 

6 Utilities 5.0 5.3 7.3 6.9 7.3 7.7 8.1 8.6 

7 Travel 0.5 0.8 2.0 2.1 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.7 

8 Rent - Building 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 

9 Rent - Machine & Other 12.7 10.7 14.4 15.0 15.8 16.7 17.6 18.6 

10 Debt Service 4.7 4.9 4.7 4.4 4.3 3.9 3.6 3.5 

11 Other Operating Expenses 60.8 72.3 74.9 78.6 82.9 87.5 92.4 97.5 

12 Capital Expenditures 72.4 31.0 62.1 52.3 45.7 75.1 47.5 39.6 

13 Sub-Total Objects ofExpense $ 314.6 $ 287.0 $ 405.7 $ 414.3 $ 428.6 $ 479.7 $ 475.4 $ 492.3 

14 

15 Investment in SPE M&N 10.6 -

16 Repayment of CRR Borrowings -

17 Increase in Cash Balance - - 18.3 11.9 10.2 - 15.5 5.2 

18 
19 Total - ERCOT $ 325.2 $ 287.0 $ 424.0 $ 426.2 $ 438.8 $ 479.7 $ 490.8 $ 497.4 

Schedule may not foot due to rounding 

Note: Certain prior year amounts have been reclassified for consistency with the current presentation. These reclassifications had no effect on the reported results of operations. 
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Electric Reliability Council of Texas, Inc. (ERCOT) 
Fiscal Year 2024-2025 Budget Request 
Schedule 3: Summary by Object of Expense-Exce,tional Requests ($ in Millions) 

2024 
2022 2023 Baseline 

Line Object of Expense Actual Budget Budget 

Exceptional Exceptional Exceptional 
Request #1 Request #2 Request #3 Total 

$ Per $ Per $ Per $ Per 
$ MWh $ MWh $ MWh $ MWh 

1 Salaries & Wages $ 97.7 $ 102.6 $ 102.6 $ 11.6 $ 0.027 $ 3.6 $ 0.008 $ 19.0 $ 0.044 $ 136.8 $ 0.315 
2 Other Personnel Costs 34.1 36.7 36.7 9.7 0.022 3.0 0.007 16.1 0.037 65.5 0.151 
3 Professional Fees & Services 26.5 22.2 22.2 5.7 0.013 1.6 0.004 8.0 0.018 37.5 0.086 
4 Fuels & Lubricants 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 - - - - 0.0 0.000 
5 Consumable Supplies 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.0 - 0.0 . 0.0 - 0.2 0.001 
6 Utilities 5.0 5.3 5.3 2.0 0.005 (0.0) - - 7.3 0.017 
7 Travel 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.002 0.2 0.001 0.2 0.001 2.0 0.005 
8 Rent - Building 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.000 - - 0.2 0.001 
9 Rent - Machine & Other 12.7 10.7 10.7 2.4 0.005 1.2 0.003 0.1 0.000 14.4 0.033 
10 Debt Service 4.7 4.9 4.9 - (0.3) (0.001) - 4.7 0.011 
11 Other Operating Expenses 60.8 72.3 72.3 (1.2) (0.003) 1.8 0.004 2.0 0.005 74.9 0.173 
12 Capital Expenditures 72.4 31.0 31.0 (4.7) (0.011) 35.0 0.081 0.8 0.002 62.1 0.143 
13 Total - ERCOT $ 314.6 $ 287.0 $ 287.0 $ 26.3 $ 0.061 $ 46.1 $ 0.106 $ 46.3 $ 0.107 $ 405.7 $ 0.935 

Exceptional Request for ERCOT Stategic Objective 1 (SO1) [$26.3 M] 
- Be an industry leader for grid reliability and resilience 

Increase in Department Net Expenditures & Project Expenditures $ 24.8 
Less: Decrease in Department Revenues 4.2 
Increase in Department & Project Expenditures $ 20.6 
Increase in Reliability Organization Assessment (ERO) Revenue 5.7 
Increase in Expenditures (Above) $ 26.3 

Exceptional Request for ERCOT Stategic Objective 2 (SO2) [$46.1 M] 
- Enhance the ERCOT region's economic competitiveness with respect to trends in wholesale 
power rates and retail electricity prices to consumers 

Increase in Department Net Expenditures & Project Expenditures $ 44.5 
Less: Increase in Department Revenues (1.7) 
Increase in Expenditures (Above) $ 46.1 

Exceptional Request for ERCOT Stategic Objective 3 (SO3) [$46.3 M] 
- Advance ERCOT, Inc. as an independent leading industry expert and an employer of choice 
by fostering innovation, investing in our people, and emphasizing the importance of our mission 

Increase in Cash Balance 18.3 
Total Uses $ 424.0 

2023 Budgeted SAF Rate $ 0.5550 
Exceptional Requests (Included Above) 0.2736 
Increase ofERO Revenue in SO1 ($5.7 M) (0.0131) 
Increase ofDepartment Revenues in SO2 ($1.7 M) (0.0038) 
Decrease of Department Revenues in SO1 ($4.2 M) 0.0096 
Increase in Interest Income ($49.7 M) (0.1146) 
Higher Energy Consumption (31 TWhs) (0.0507) 
CRR Borrowings ($5.1 M) 0.0119 
Increase in Cash Balance ($18.3 M) 0.0421 

2024 Requested SAF Rate $ 0.7100 

Schedules may not foot due to roun(ling 
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Electric Reliability Council of Texas, Inc. (ERCOT) 
Fiscal Year 2024-2025 Budget Request 
Workpaper 1: 2023 Board Of Directors 

Line Role Director Director Type Year Director Term Began 

1 Chair of ERCOT Board of Paul Foster Voting 2021 
Directors 

2 Vice Chair of ERCOT Bill Flores Voting 2021 
Board of Directors, Chair of 
Finance & Audit Committee 

3 Member of Finance & Audit Carlos Aguilar Voting 2021 
Committee, Member of 
Reliability & Markets 
Committee 

4 Director Linda Capuano Voting 2023 

5 Member of Finance & Audit Julie England Voting 2022 
Committee, Member of 
Reliability & Markets 
Committee 

6 Chair of Reliability & Robert "Bob" Flexon Voting 2021 
Markets Committee, 
Member of Finance & Audit 
Committee 

7 Chair of Human Resources Peggy Heeg Voting 2022 
& Governance Committee, 
Member of Finance & Audit 
Committee 

8 Public Counsel for Office of Courtney Hjaltman 
Public Utility Counsel, 
Member of Reliability & 
Markets Committee, 
Member of Human 
Resources & Governance 
Committee 

Voting 2022 

9 Interim Chair of PUCT Kathleen Jackson Non-Voting 2023 

10 Member of Reliability & John Swainson Voting 2021 
Markets Committee, 
Member of Human 
Resources & Governance 
Committee 

11 President and CEO of Pablo Vegas Non-Voting 2022 
ERCOT 

Notes: 
The Electric Reliability Council of Texas, Inc. (ERCOT) Board of Directors (Board) selects ERCOT's Chief Executive Officer 
(CEO), sets overall goals, and guides our direction. The board oversees major functions of ERCOT: open access to the transmission 
grid on nondiscriminatory terms, system reliability and adequacy, and the retail and wholesale electric markets. The 11-member 
board consists of eight directors who are appointed by the State of Texas' ERCOT Board Selection Committee and who are required 
by law to not have fiduciary duty or assets in the electricity market for the ERCOT Region, and three ex oficio members: the CEO 
of ERCOT (non-voting), the Public Counsel of the Office of Public Utility Counsel (OPUC), and the Chair of the Public Utility 
Commission of Texas (PUCT) (non-voting). All board members are Texas residents. 

The identification of ERCOT's Directors and their corresponding roles are as of the date of ERCOT's 2024/2025 biennial budget 
submission. However, additional Directors to rotate annually are anticipated in 2024 and 2025 due to amendments to Public Utility 
Regulatory Act Section 39.151 to become effective September 1, 2023 and requiring the presiding officer of the PUCT to designate 
a Commissioner to serve a term as a Director on the ERCOT Board. Additionally, Director roles may change based on combined 
expertise and experience to facilitate Board work. 
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Electric Reliability Council of Texas, Inc. (ERCOT) 
Fiscal Year 2024-2025 Budget Request 
Workpaper 2: Object of Expense Mapping - ABEST to E] 

ABEST 
line Object ABEST Object Description 

1 1001 Salaries & Wages 
2 1001 Salaries & Wages 
3 1001 Salaries & Wages 
4 1002 Other Personnel Costs 
5 1002 Other Personnel Costs 
6 1002 Other Personnel Costs 
7 1002 Other Personnel Costs 
8 1002 Other Personnel Costs 
9 1002 Other Personnel Costs 
10 1002 Other Personnel Costs 
11 1002 Other Personnel Costs 
12 1002 Other Personnel Costs 
13 1002 Other Personnel Costs 
14 1002 Other Personnel Costs 
15 1002 Other Personnel Costs 
16 1002 Other Personnel Costs 
17 1002 Other Personnel Costs 
18 1002 Other Personnel Costs 
19 1002 Other Personnel Costs 
20 1002 Other Personnel Costs 
21 1002 Other Personnel Costs 
22 1002 Other Personnel Costs 
23 1002 Other Personnel Costs 
24 1002 Other Personnel Costs 
25 1002 Other Personnel Costs 
26 1002 Other Personnel Costs 
27 1002 Other Personnel Costs 
28 * 75% to 1001 Salaries & Wages 

25% to 1002 Other Personnel Costs 

29 * 75% to 1001 Salaries & Wages 
25% to 1002 Other Personnel Costs 

ERCOT Spend Category 
Payroll - Salaries & Wages 
Overtime Pay 
Vacation Liability 
401K Match 
Dental Insurance 
Health Insurance 
Health Savings Account - Employer Cost 
Life Premiums 
Long-Term Care 
Payroll Taxes - Federal 
Payroll Taxes - Medicare 
Payroll Taxes - Social Security 
Payroll Taxes - State Unemployment Insurance 
PBO Interest Cost 
PBO Service Cost 
Pension Contributions 
Roth IRA Match 
Short-Term Disability 
Health & Wellness Expense 
Board Retainer 
Awards 
Bonus (Referral, Sign On) 
Executive Incentive Target 
Long Term Incentive 
Severance Pay 
Short Term Incentive 
Retention 

Contra Labor for Projects 

Vacancy 

ERCOT Account Summary 
Salaries 
Salaries 
Salaries 
Benefits & Taxes 
Benefits & Taxes 
Benefits & Taxes 
Benefits & Taxes 
Benefits & Taxes 
Benefits & Taxes 
Benefits & Taxes 
Benefits & Taxes 
Benefits & Taxes 
Benefits & Taxes 
Benefits & Taxes 
Benefits & Taxes 
Benefits & Taxes 
Benefits & Taxes 
Benefits & Taxes 
Other Expenses 
Outside Services 
Salaries 
Salaries 
Salaries 
Salaries 
Salaries 
Salaries 
Salaries 

Project Funded Labor 

Vacancy 

Note: 
* The "Contra Labor for Projects" spend category is a credit which is allocated at 75% to the 1001-Salaries & Wages ABEST object and 25% to the 
1002-Other Personnel Costs ABEST object. 
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Electric Reliability Council of Texas, Inc. (ERCOT) 
Fiscal Year 2024-2025 Budget Request 
Workpaper 2: Object of Expense Mapping - ABEST to ERCOT 

ABEST 
line Object ABEST Object Description 

30 2001 Professional Fees & Services 
31 2001 Professional Fees & Services 
32 2001 Professional Fees & Services 
33 2001 Professional Fees & Services 
34 2001 Professional Fees & Services 
35 2001 Professional Fees & Services 
36 2001 Professional Fees & Services 
37 2001 Professional Fees & Services 
38 2001 Professional Fees & Services 
39 2002 Fuels & Lubricants 
40 2003 Consumable Supplies 
41 2003 Consumable Supplies 
42 2003 Consumable Supplies 
43 2004 Utilities 
44 2004 Utilities 
45 2004 Utilities 
46 2004 Utilities 
47 2004 Utilities 
48 2004 Utilities 
49 2004 Utilities 
50 2004 Utilities 
51 2004 Utilities 
52 2004 Utilities 
53 2005 Travel 
54 2005 Travel 
55 2005 Travel 
56 2005 Travel 
57 2005 Travel 
58 2005 Travel 
59 2005 Travel 
60 2005 Travel 
61 2005 Travel 
62 2005 Travel 
63 2005 Travel 
64 2006 Rent - Building 
65 2006 Rent - Building 
66 2006 Rent - Building 

ERCOT Spend Category 
Software Services 
Audit Services 
Consulting Services 
Contingent Labor 
Immigration Services 
Legal Services 
Professional Services 
Professional Services - Research/Studies 
Professional Services - Training 
Fuel Oil 
Janitorial Supplies 
Office Supplies 
Uniforms/Gear 
Remote System Access 
Wireless PC Card 
Data Center Connectivity 
Electricity 
Fiber Lease 
Frame Relay 
Internet Service 
Telephone 
Water/Gas/Sewer/Trash 
Wide Area Network (WAN) Reimbursable Costs 
Airfare 
Business Meals 
Car Rental 
Gasoline 
Ground Transportation 
Lodging 
Mileage Reimbursement 
Parking 
Personal Meals 
Other Employee Expense 
Board Non-Taxable Expenses 
Office Lease 
Office Rent 
Storage Rental 

ERCOT Account Summary 
HW/SW License & Maintenance 
Outside Services 
Outside Services 
Outside Services 
Outside Services 
Outside Services 
Outside Services 
Outside Services 
Outside Services 
Utility, Maintenance & Facility 
Materials, Supplies & Equipment 
Materials, Supplies & Equipment 
Materials, Supplies & Equipment 
Employee Expenses 
Employee Expenses 
Utility, Maintenance & Facility 
Utility, Maintenance & Facility 
Utility, Maintenance & Facility 
Utility, Maintenance & Facility 
Utility, Maintenance & Facility 
Utility, Maintenance & Facility 
Utility, Maintenance & Facility 
Utility, Maintenance & Facility 
Employee Expenses 
Employee Expenses 
Employee Expenses 
Employee Expenses 
Employee Expenses 
Employee Expenses 
Employee Expenses 
Employee Expenses 
Employee Expenses 
Employee Expenses 
Outside Services 
Utility, Maintenance & Facility 
Utility, Maintenance & Facility 
Utility, Maintenance & Facility 
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Electric Reliability Council of Texas, Inc. (ERCOT) 
Fiscal Year 2024-2025 Budget Request 
Workpaper 2: Object of Expense Mapping - ABEST to E] 

ABEST 
line Object ABEST Object Description 

67 2007 Rent - Machine & Other 
68 2007 Rent - Machine & Other 
69 2007 Rent - Machine & Other 
70 2007 Rent - Machine & Other 
71 2007 Rent - Machine & Other 
72 2007 Rent - Machine & Other 
73 2008 Debt Service 
74 2008 Debt Service 
75 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
76 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
77 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
78 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
79 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
80 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
81 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
82 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
83 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
84 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
85 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
86 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
87 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
88 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
89 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
90 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
91 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
92 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
93 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
94 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
95 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
96 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
97 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
98 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
99 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
100 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
101 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
102 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
103 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
104 2009 Other Operating Expenses 

ERCOT Spend Category 
Software as a Service (SAAS) 
Software license Renewable 
Equipment Rental 
Equipment Lease 
Lease Expense - Other 
Miscellaneous Rental 
Debt Principal 
Fees & Interest Expense 
Bank Fees 
Professional Dues 
Registration Fees 
College Education Reimbursement 
Communications Allowance 
Hardware Support & Maintenance 
Information Technology Hardware 
Information Technology Peripheral 
Software License Perpetual 
Software Maintenance 
Insurance Premiums 
Equipment & Tools 
Equipment Maintenance 
Furniture & Equipment 
Vehicle Maintenance 
Black Start Training 
Company Dues 
Corporate Events 
Discounts Taken 
Employment Screening 
ERO Assessment 
Job Posting 
Late Fee Payment 
Legal Claims & Settlements 
Market Meetings 
Media 
Miscellaneous Expense 
Moving Expenses 
Operator Training Seminar 
Postage & Shipping 

ERCOT Account Summary 
HW/SW License & Maintenance 
HW/SW License & Maintenance 
Materials, Supplies & Equipment 
Utility, Maintenance & Facility 
Utility, Maintenance & Facility 
Utility, Maintenance & Facility 
Debt Service 
Debt Service 
Debt Service 
Employee Expenses 
Employee Expenses 
Employee Expenses 
Employee Expenses 
HW/SW License & Maintenance 
HW/SW License & Maintenance 
HW/SW License & Maintenance 
HW/SW License & Maintenance 
HW/SW License & Maintenance 
Insurance 
Materials, Supplies & Equipment 
Materials, Supplies & Equipment 
Materials, Supplies & Equipment 
Materials, Supplies & Equipment 
Other Expenses 
Other Expenses 
Other Expenses 
Other Expenses 
Other Expenses 
Other Expenses 
Other Expenses 
Other Expenses 
Other Expenses 
Other Expenses 
Other Expenses 
Other Expenses 
Other Expenses 
Other Expenses 
Other Expenses 
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Electric Reliability Council of Texas, Inc. (ERCOT) 
Fiscal Year 2024-2025 Budget Request 
Workpaper 2: Object of Expense Mapping - ABEST to El 

ABEST 
Line Object ABEST Object Description 
105 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
106 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
107 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
108 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
109 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
110 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
111 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
112 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
113 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
114 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
115 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
116 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
117 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
118 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
119 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
120 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
121 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
122 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
123 2009 Other Operating Expenses 
124 5000 Capital Expenditures 
125 5000 Capital Expenditures 
126 5000 Capital Expenditures 

ERCOT Spend Category 
Printing & Copying Services 
Publications 
Recruiting Expense 
Reward/Recognition-NonMonetary 
Subscriptions - Data Services 
Subscriptions - Training 
Ten]p-to-Hire Fees 
Write Off Adjustments 
Security Services 
Relocation Benefit 
Building Maintenance 
Building Systems Maintenance 
Conferencing 
Custodial Service 
Grounds Maintenance 
Leasehold 
Miscellaneous Facility Services 
Network Telecom 
Property Tax 
Common Infrastructure Expenditures 
Minor Capital Expenditures 
Capital Expenditures 

ERCOT Account Summary 
Other Expenses 
Other Expenses 
Other Expenses 
Other Expenses 
Other Expenses 
Other Expenses 
Other Expenses 
Other Expenses 
Outside Services 
Salaries 
Utility, Maintenance & Facility 
Utility, Maintenance & Facility 
Utility, Maintenance & Facility 
Utility, Maintenance & Facility 
Utility, Maintenance & Facility 
Utility, Maintenance & Facility 
Utility, Maintenance & Facility 
Utility, Maintenance & Facility 
Utility, Maintenance & Facility 
Minor Capital & Common Infrastructure 
Minor Capital & Common Infrastructure 
Project Expenditures 
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STRATEGIC PLAN 024369 

CEO 
STATEMENT 

As the grid operator serving the majority of Texans, 
ERCOT is at the forefront of the energy transition. As we 
manage and operate through today's grid challenges, 
we will continue to lead the way by delivering a reliable, 
resilient, and affordable grid to Texans. 

The power industry is evolving, and so must we. Our 
long-term Strategic Plan defines our roadmap for the 
next five years, illuminating a path that will solidify our 
position of being the premier grid and market operator 
in the country and make ERCOT the global standard in 
energy innovation. 

As the leading fully deregulated energy market in the 
United States, ERCOT has responded to a significantly 
changing energy landscape byadapting and evolving our 
grid operations to meet the continued rising demand of 
the world's 9th largest economy. 

ERCOT has a history of leading the way. From the 
deployment of the country's largest wind generation 
supply to the fastest adoption of solar generation and 
battery storage, ERCOT is positioned to continue leading 
the way for energy resource innovation. 

Pablo Vegas 
President and CEO of ERCOT 

Our next steps are critical. With energy markets changing 
rapidly, appropriate planning and new management 
techniques are required to maintain reliable and flexible 
grid operations. Innovative technologies and tools are 
needed as we develop new metrics and methods to 
address resource adequacy challenges now and in the 
future. We remain committed to our efforts to improve 
operations as we meet emerging challenges. 

Texas is accustomed to being a leader. With momentum 
on our side, and by working together, we will continue 
to lead the energy transition by delivering a reliable, 
resilient, and affordable grid to all Texans. 

Pablo Vegas 
President and Chief Executive Officer ~ 
Electric Reliability Council of Texas 
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Dhanges, ERCOT 
der in innovation 
he ERCOT Board 
at the Board and 
.I+rr./'r'+r. thi'+ 'A/ill 

1,873+ 
active market participants that 
generate, move, buy, sell, or use 
wholesale electricity 

M 1,100+ 
N generating units, including PUNs 

~ 52,700+ 
AI miles of high-voltage transmission D#, il C/'etap ..... ' . 

Chair $3.3 billion 
As our industry faces dynamic 
must continue to be an industry Iea~ 
and reliability. As the Chairman of 
of Directors, I can assure Texas th~ 
ERCOT are evolving and making adjillqq*q/MqqM/I 
enable the grid to meet the demands of a growing 
population and economy. Working together, our task 
is to provide a grid that is both reliable and resilient -
now and in the future. 

transmission projects endorsed in 2022 

The 2024-2028 Strategic Plan lays out the strategy 
to make ERCOT the grid of the future and to continue 
to be a leader in our industry. Our new direction will 
allow us to better focus on the daily demands of the 
grid, while putting an emphasis on implementing 
necessary long-term strategies. 

1,800+ 
active market participants that 
generate, move, buy, sell, or use 
wholesale electricity 

We have a tremendous responsibility to provide 
Texans with a reliable and resilient grid now, and in the 
future, and we are committed to this responsibility. M 650+ 

,= generating units, including PUNs 

0 46,500+ 
N miles of high-voltage transmission 

Paul Foster 
Chairman of the ERCOT Board of Directors $1.3 billion 

transmission projects endorsed in 2019 
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ABOUT /a/. - . -, 
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ERCOT -05'. .J. -'1.~ 
/ : 7 /t ' P' 

V.I-I-lv Founded in l 970, ERCOT is an independent, not-for- I...I/~ . ./N 

profit organization responsible for overseeing the [* :Ji 
reliable and safe transmission of electricity over the 
power grid serving most of Texas. 

Asthe Independent System Operator(ISO) sincel 996, 
ERCOT has been the broker between competitive 
wholesale power buyers and sellers. In 1999, the 
Texas Legislature restructured the Texas electric 
market by unbundling the investor-owned utilities 
and creating retail customer choice in those areas. 
ERCOT was assigned four primary responsibilities: 

» System reliability - planning and operations 
» Wholesale market settlement for electricity 

production and delivery 
» Retail registration process for customer choice 
» Open access to transmission 

How ERCOT is funded '~~ 

The PUC has authorized ERCOT to charge the ERCOT 
System Administration Fee to fund its budget. As 
ERCOT is not included in the State of Texas General 
Appropriations Act and is not a part of the state's 
budget, this fee is ERCOT's primary source of 
revenue. ERCOT converts the fee into a charge to 
each Qualified Scheduling Entity using the formula 
set forth in the ERCOT Protocols, which is based on 
actual volume consumption of electricity. A typical 
residential consumer will pay less than a $1 per 
month through this fee. ERCOT submits a biennial 
budget to its Board and, ultimately, the PUC for final 
approval. 

ERCOT provided the platform upon which Texas' 
electric utility industry made the transition to retail 
competition on January 1, 2002. Today, ERCOT 
manages the flow of electric power to more than 26 
million Texas customers - representing about 90 
percent of the state's electric load. As the ISO for the 
region, ERCOT schedules power on an electric grid 
that connects morethan 52,700 milesoftransmission 
lines and 1,100+ generation units. It also performs 
financial settlement for the competitive wholesale 
bulk-power market and administers retail switching 
for more than 8 million premises in competitive 
choice areas. 

ERCOT is a membership-based 501 (c)(4) nonprofit 
corporation, governed by a 12-member Board of 
Directors and subject to oversight bythe Public Utility 
Commission ofTexas (PUC) andtheTexas Legislature. 
Its members include consumers, cooperatives, 
generators, power marketers, retail electric providers, 
investor-owned electric utilities, transmission and 
distribution providers, and municipally-owned electric 
utilities. 

Scan here 
to learn more 
about ERCOT 

r/. ./. 

Vision 

Lead with independent insight on the 
future of electricity reliability, markets, and 
technology in Texas in order to facilitate 
grid and market change for the benefit of 
all stakeholders. 

Mission 

We serve the public by ensuring a reliable 
grid, efficient electricity markets, open 
access, and retail choice. 

/ 33 0 0 
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ERCOT 

Be accountab/e. 
Take personal responsibility for doing 
the right things the right way. 

Be a leader. 
Develop a vision and ensure its 
successful completion. 

H \. Be innovative. 
Engineer, operate, and implement 
creative solutions. 

// .x Be trustworthy. 
€ ~ Build confidence and consistency 

through reliability, truth, and ability. 

Be the best expert you can be. 
Develop and demonstrate respected skills 
and knowledge. 

Innovation 1 

[ Leadershipl~ / Trust 
Orr 

Accountability Expertise 
0 

12 
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STRATEGIC PLAN 0243628~ 

STRATEGIC 
PLANNING 

ERCOT began developing its 2024-2028 Strategic 
Plan in early 2023. Working sessions were held 
to identify drivers and risks and refine the most 
critical aspects used to shape ERCOT's strategies. 

The Board and stakeholders provided feedback 
through Board meetings and Market Segment 
review sessions. 

The process was facilitated internally by ERCOT's 
Enterprise Risk Management and Strategic 
Analysis team. 

ERCOT will continually review its strategy to 
quickly adapt to the rapidly changing environment 
in which it operates. 
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STRATEGIC PLAN 0243628~ 

DRIVERS 
OF CHANGE 
The ERCOT region has witnessed significant changes in its resource mix and regulatory environment. One notable 
trend has been the evolution of the types and numbers of participants that ERCOT interacts with. Over the last 
decade, wind and solar generation has increased as well as the development of energy storage. The participants 
have grown and evolved as well and now include large flexible loads and distributed energy resources. In terms 
of regulations, ERCOT has undergone reforms aimed at improving grid reliability and resilience, particularly in 
response to extreme weather events. These changes have focused on enhancing communication, strengthening 
weatherization standards, and implementing measures to ensure system stability. Overall, the ERCOT region has 
experienced a dynamic transformation, embracing new energy sources while striving to enhance the reliability of its 
power infrastructure. 

; 60s 70s 80s 90s5 2000s 2010s 2020s 
cl cl t:1 ADER (2) 
0 0 ql %1 %1 q> Netted Load 
=l =l 

1 Large Flexible Load 
q> 1 q,l el 01 Distributed Energy Resources Q) I =l tl : lEi 21 

&1 0, CL) 1 Renewables with Batteries .E 1 crl 
D 0 , 
a.q * Batteries 

Solar 
1\ 

04 
11~,f 

Gas Turbines and Combined Cycles 
-

-ie#i 
Larger Thermal Units=>Efficiency 

-1 
Regulated Rate of Return 

Voluntary NERC(3) Standards 

. / q\"I 

.-Nodal Market BIII~~J~ 

Competitive Markets ~ 

Mandatory NERC (3) Standarcia~~ -i 
D<f \ 

lb,<r / 
'1 Limited CREZ 0) Transmission Resilience/Economic Criteria ~\ 

Post-Uri Reforl~rlll~ 

Voluntary Weatherization Mandatory WeatherGE~~ 

(1) PURPA: Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act 
(2)ADER: Aggregated Distributed Energy Resources 
(3) NERC: North American Electric Reliability Corporation 
(4) CREZ: Competitive Renewable Energy Zones 
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STRATEGIC PLAN 0243628~ 

KEY STRATEGIC 
DRIVERS 

Grid modernization and complexity 

The electric grid is experiencing change at a 
rate much higher than seen in the past. This is 
evaluated in terms of the changing resource mix, 
the types of demand that are connecting to the 
grid, and the level of regulatory compliance. Many 
recent regulations at the state and federal levels 
have come in response to system events and have 
required expeditious implementation. 

Historically, supplyand demand grew at predictable 
rates, which led to a steady pace of change in 
the electric industry. Driven by public policies, 
economics, andtechnological innovations, the pace 
of change has accelerated such that modeling, 
rules and regulations, and analytical tools and 
methods have struggled to keep up. 

The ERCOT system is evolving towards having 
the nation's highest penetration of wind and solar 
resources with a relatively static level of thermal 
dispatchable generation. This change will result in 
increased stability limitations, increased modeling 
complexity, decreased system inertia, and increased 
volatility. New and alternative technologies, 
such as grid-forming inverters and synchronous 
condensers, are needed to keep the grid stable 
in the future. Additionally, there are uncertainties 
with respect to distribution-connected resources, 
battery energy storage systems, and large flexible 
loads, both from a stability modeling and market-
based behavior perspective. 

Changing distribution system and 
operational impacts 

Generation on the distribution system has been 
increasing exponentially. There are visibility 
challenges to ERCOT regarding load and supply 
resources on the distribution system. Changes on 
the distribution system influence the transmission 
system, which creates technical challenges 
for mapping and modeling. The future of how 
distribution system operations and transmission 
control centers will work together is unclear. 
However, the potential to leverage distribution 
resources forgrid reliability, efficiency, and resiliency 
makes further research critical to determine how to 
best optimize those networks. 

Market design and behavior changes 

The PUC and the Texas Legislature establish policy 
and rules for the ERCOT market. ERCOT must be 
prepared to participate, evaluate, and implement 
market design changes, ensuring that market 
outcomes reflect design intentions. 

Reputation, public perception, and 
trust of ERCOT, Inc. 

These challenges require ERCOT to proactively 
model these changes and anticipate reliability 
issues and market design implications associated 
with the changing resource mix. As the grid 
evolves, ERCOT and the broader industry will need 
to increase their capabilities to meet the rapidly 
changing needs of the system and customers. 

ERCOT has experienced increased awareness and 
criticism in the wake of Winter Storm Uri. ERCOT 
is committed to upholding its mission, instilling the 
trust of Texans, and continuing to attract and retain 
the best talent to execute on its strategies. 



STRATEGIC PLAN 0243628~ 

KEY STRATEGIC 
DRIVERS 

Technological advancement 

While the grid is rapidly changing, there is a 
corresponding advancement in digitalization and 
the convergence of operational technology (OT) 
and information technology (IT). ERCOT will have to 
adapt and innovate on the tools, technologies, and 
processes to support the grid transformation. There 
are more sensors and devices that are on the edge 
of the grid that provide vast amounts of data, such 
as thermostats, appliances, home battery systems, 
electric vehicle chargers, etc., that could be used by 
grid operators. Handling the exponential growth of 
data requires investments not only in cloud-based 
technologies but also in data analytics, leveraging 
the advancements in computation and artificial 
intelligence and machine learning (AI/ML). The use 
of Al/ML has led to significant advances in several 
industries, and it is not hard to anticipate using AI 
as a co-pilot for grid operators. The next iteration of 
data centers will be a hybrid between cloud and on-
premise, ensuring scalability and security. To ensure 
delivery of quality software products, ERCOT will need 
to leverage advancements in software development, 
continuous deployment, and test automation. 

Cyber and physical security 
vulnerabilities 

Cyberattacks continue to be a significant threat to 
all organizations, including those in our industry. 
As the sophistication and volume of cyberattacks 
continues to rise, the ongoing focus on cybersecurity 
is critical. Likewise, the uptick in physical security 
attacks to grid equipment demands closer monitoring 
and engagement with public safety authorities. 
ERCOT continuously evaluates and implements 
improvements to keep our systems, facilities, and 
resources protected against these threats. 

Changing workforce dynamics and 
increasing competition for talent 

The workforce and workplace have changed rapidly in 
recent years as a result of the pandemicand shrinking 
labor pool. Expectations have changed regarding how 
and where people work. ERCOT has adapted to these 
changes. ERCOT will keep an informed perspective 
regarding how the future ofworkcontinuestoshiftand 
change over time. In addition, companies and people 
continue to move to Texas at an unprecedented rate. 
The increased competition for talent has changed the 
way ERCOT will recruit, retain, and develop talent in 
the coming years. 
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STRATEGIC 
OBJECTIVES 
Our strategic objectives are clear. First, to position ourselves as an industry leader for grid reliability 
and resilience, safeguarding the consistent delivery of power to our stakeholders. Second, we aim to 
enhance the ERCOT region's economic competitiveness with respect to trends in wholesale power 
rates and retail electricity prices, thereby benefitting both consumers and businesses. Finally, we are 
committed to advancing ERCOT, Inc. as an independent leading industry expert and an employer of 
choice, cultivating a culture of innovation, investing in our talented workforce, and instilling a strong 
sense of purpose in fulfilling our critical mission. A 

Be an industry 
leader for grid 
reliability and 
resilience 

Enhance the ERCOT region's 
economic competitiveness with 

* respect to trends in wholesale 
power rates and retail electricity 
prices to consumers 

Advance ERCOT, Inc. as an independent 
leading industry expert and an employer 
of choice by fostering innovation, 
investing in our people, and emphasizing 
the importance of our mission 
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PRIORITY 
ISSU ES 

Be an industry leader 
for grid reliability 
and resilience 

Enhance the ERCOT 
regionb economic 
competitiveness with 
respect to trends 
in wholesale power 
rates and retail 
electricity prices to 
consumers 

1.1 Anticipate and rapidly respond 
to changes in market, operational, 
and planning needs 

1.2 Facilitate the reliable market 
operation of new and existing 
generation and load resources 
at both the transmission and 
distribution level 

1.3 Develop and implement a 
long-term transmission strategy 
meeting Texas' policy objectives 

1.4 Lead the development 
of cost-effective changes 
to regulations or standards 
impacting the ERCOT grid 

1.5 Advance ERCOT, Inc.'s 
resiliency, security, business 
continuity, and disaster 
management capabilities 

Advance ERCOT, Inc. 
as an independent 
leading industry 
expert and an 
employer of choice 
by fostering 
innovation, investing 
in our people, and 
emphasizing the 
importance of our 
mission 

2.1 Advocate and support 
efficient markets while delivering 
on reliability and resiliency 
expectations 

2.2 Evolve toward more 
organizational agility and 
improved quality assurance 
so ERCOT, Inc. can implement 
changes efficiently and effectively 
to manage a rapidly changing 
energy environment 

2.3 Promote innovation, 
continuous improvement, and 
transparent data-driven decision 
making 

3.1 Cultivate a highly skilled 
workforce creating a rewarding 
work environment and driving 
success for the organization 

3.2 Implement a workforce and 
learning strategy creating greater 
capacity for developing internal 
expertise and thought leadership 

3.3 Strengthen ERCOT, Inc.'s 
culture by improving internal 
communications and enhancing 
employee experience 

3.4 Continue building credibility 
and trust with all stakeholders 
through proactive and transparent 
communications of policy 
objectives, grid and market 
conditions, and organizational 
achievements 

3.5 Expand ERCOT, Inc.'s position 
as a leading industry expert by 

and leveraging knowledge transfer 
increasing external collaboration 
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STRATEGIC 
OBJECTIVE 1 
Be an industry leader for grid reliability and resilience 

1.1 Anticipate and rapidly respond to changes in market, 
operational, and planning needs 

The ERCOT system and power market are continuously 
changing as new technologies are adopted, economic growth 
drives new demand, extreme conditions become more normal, 
and the behaviors and expectations of market participants and 
end-use consumers evolve. As the independent organization 
whose charges include ensuring reliability and adequacy of the 
regional grid and non-discriminatory access to the market for 
all buyers and sellers, ERCOT, Inc. must proactively identify and 
prepare for these changes to serve customers. 

To achieve this goal, ERCOT, Inc. will develop processes, tools, 
and resources to anticipate and evaluate the impacts of these 
changes on its market, operational, and planning functions. 
ERCOT will undertake initiatives like gathering newly important 
types of information and incorporating new critical conditions 
within operational and planning studies. It will improve 
market simulations and market-driven forecasting as well as 
modeling and analysis of system disturbances exacerbated 
by inverter-based resources. It will develop a roadmap for 
addressing increasing stability challenges. By undertaking 
these types of initiatives, ERCOT, Inc. will continue to position 
itself to anticipate and rapidly respond to changes in market, 
operational, and planning needs. 

1.2 Facilitate the reliable market operation of new and 
existing generation and load resources at both the 
transmission and distribution level 

The variety of new resource types that are entering the ERCOT 
. 
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while incorporating these new resource types into its system 
and markets. ERCOT, Inc. will need to evolve its processes 
and tools to adequately study and monitor the impacts to the 
ERCOT system of these new resources. To the extent legal or 
regulatory changes are needed, ERCOT, Inc. should serve as 
a source of facts and expertise for lawmakers and regulators 
regarding these challenges and the options for resolving them. 

1.3 Develop and implement a long-term transmission 
strategy that meets Texas' policy objectives 

ERCOT, Inc. should collaborate with the PUC on a proactive and 
holistic strategy to ensure robusttransmission infrastructure is 
ready and available to promptly deliver power from utility-scale 
generation to loads and load centers in a reliable, economic, 
and resilient manner. There needs to be a comprehensive 
and longer-term strategy with the PUC and utilities to speed 
up the transmission planning and development process. 
This will entail proposing policy options to the PUC and then 
implementing their recommendations. 

1.4 Lead the development of cost-effective changes to 
regulations or standards impacting the ERCOT grid 

ERCOT, Inc. has a wealth of expertise on operational and 
market mattersthat are independent of the competing financial 
interests of the various stakeholder entities and groups. The 
organization should strive to be considered a trusted advisor, 
providing facts, context, and considerations for policy makers. 
To the extent ERCOT, Inc. identifies operational or market 
benefits or concerns with proposed laws, rules, or regulations, 
ERCOT, Inc. should inform the decision makers, so that they 
benefit from ERCOT's expert opinions. 

1.5 Advance ERCOT, Inc.'s resiliency, security, business 
continuity, and disaster management capabilities 

Improving organizational resiliency, security, business 
continuity, and disaster management capability is crucial in 

ioday's dynamic and unpredictable environment. ERCOT, Inc.'s 
~ore functions are vital to the public interest. Because ERCOT, 

mc. must ensure it always does its work well, including in times 
~f crisis, it must have robust business continuity and disaster 

Icreased occurrences of extreme weather, cyber or physical 
anagement programs. These include being prepared for 

attacks, and failures by other entities that could impact ERCOT, 
~nc.'s ability to carry out its duties. This has implications not 
~nly for its facilities and its own crisis operations, but also for 
~nanaging the bulk power system in times of extreme weather, 

attack, or other external threats. By improving organizational 
resiliency, business continuity, and disaster management 
capability, ERCOT, Inc. is better equipping itself to be able to 
thrive in today's rapidly changing landscape. 

1.
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STRATEGIC 
OBJECTIVE 2 

Enhance the ERCOT region's economic competitiveness 
with respect to trends in wholesale power rates and retail 
electricity prices to consumers 

2.1 Advocate and support efficient markets 
while delivering on reliability and resiliency 
expectations 

While reliability is the organization's primary objective, 
costs should always be considered. ERCOT, Inc. will strive 
to identify and champion market outcomes and solutions 
that result in the most competitive wholesale power rates 
and retail electric prices without compromising reliability 
or resilience. When deciding among multiple market 
outcomes and solutions options that equally impact 
reliability and resilience, ERCOT, Inc. will choose the 

mprovement, ERCOT will evaluate reliability and market 
~ I[•ri•ll~(•I•] III*I •I•M-I III •f[@1I,I@1IIM, [•] Ilk•I•k@R:lilli t,[; 

if goals were achieved. 

2.2 Evolve toward more organizational agility 
and improved quality assurance so ERCOT, 
Inc. can implement changes efficiently and 
effectively to manage a rapidly changing 
energy environment 

Organizational agility is critical in today's fast-changing 
environment. It is becoming increasingly important for 
ERCOT, Inc. to be more agile and quickly respond to, 
and benefit from, change. Agility refers to ERCOT, Inc.'s 
ability to adapt to external and internal needs, improve 
efficiency, and lead change. Agility requires a stable 
platform that does not change while many things are 
changing around it. This involves being both stable and 
dynamic on structure, process, systems, and people. 
ERCOT, Inc. will evaluate and improve internal processes 
and tools to be able to change more quickly. It will also 
invest in enterprise change management and quality 
assurance to help ensure any additional flexibility does 
not adversely impact reliability or resilience. 

2.3 Promote innovation, continuous 
improvement, and transparent data-driven 
decision making 

Innovation is one of ERCOT, Inc.'s core values, 
and promoting it has never been more critical to 
organizational success than it is now. ERCOT, Inc. will 
leverage technology innovation to streamline systems 
and efficiently achieve goals by implementing the latest 
technologies, automating manual processes, reducing 
errors, and optimizing resources. Embracing modern 
technology allows ERCOT, Inc. to continue to deliver on 
~s mission and meet evolving stakeholder needs. 

ecisions driving ERCOT, Inc's success should be 
supported by sound underlying data, and the volume of 
that data is growing at a rate of 25% per year. To improve 
transparency and make decision-making information 
more easily accessible, ERCOT, Inc. will modernize its 
data architecture, data engineering, and data analytics 
practices. That will help the organization be able to 
establish single sources of truth for market, operational, 
and financial data. Advancing data accessibility and 
analytics is crucial to gain insights and make data-driven 
decisions. 

.
.
.
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STRATEGIC 
OBJECTIVE 3 
Advance ERCOT, Inc. as an independent leading , 
industry expert and an employer of choice by fostering 
innovation, investing in our people, and emphasizing the 
importance of our mission 
3.1 Cultivate a highly skilled workforce, creating a 
rewarding work environment and driving success for the 
organization 

ERCOT, Inc. will prioritize the development of internal skills and 
create more growth opportunities within the organization. By 
focusing on enhancing the abilities of its employees, it can 
cultivate a highly skilled workforce that will create a rewarding 
work environment and drive success for the organization. To 
achieve this goal, ERCOT, Inc. will evaluate skillset gaps and 
implement a plan to provide its employees with the necessary 
tools and resources to develop their skills and expertise. 
ERCOT, Inc. will also establish mentorship programs and cross-
functional training initiatives to foster a culture of continuous 
learning and growth. Additionally, it will create a system for 
identifying high-potential employees and provide them with 
targeted development opportunities to help them reach their 
full potential within the company. 

3.2 Implement a workforce and learning strategy, 
creating greater capacity for developing internal 
expertise and thought leadership 

In a time of significant change, ERCOT, Inc. will develop a 
staffing strategy to continually align its workforce with its 
objectives. ERCOT, Inc. will continue to work to optimize its 
talent, which is its greatest asset, so that it can achieve its 
objectives, anticipate future needs, attract and retain tq 
talent, increase employee engagement and job satisfaction, 
and improve overall business performance. These efforts will 
include, but are not limited to, improving its recruiting efforts, 
developing a resource plan for strategic initiatives, improving 
enterprise staffing forecasting and planning, and creating a 
greater capacity for thought leadership and innovation. 

3.3 Strengthen ERCOT, Inc.'s culture by improving 
internal communications and enhancing employee 
experience 

Strengthening company culture is crucial for ERCOT, Inc. to 
adapt to the changing environment, attract and retain top 
talent, and achieve its objectives. Additionally, the organizati9[1 
will showcase the cutting-edge work and thought leadership 

from people within the organization. From the day you start 
at ERCOT, Inc., it should be apparent that it is a great place to 
belong and work on important mission-driven work. 

Internally, ERCOT, Inc. will implement a comprehensive 
communications program that will engage, inform, and unite 
employees. It is important that employees feel proud to work 
at ERCOT, Inc. 

3.4 Continue building credibility and trust with all 
stakeholders through proactive and transparent 
communications of policy objectives, grid and market 
conditions, and organizational achievements 

Externally, ERCOT, Inc. continues to rebuild trust and improve 
its overall reputation by communicating clear and reliable 
information on grid conditions with all stakeholders, including 
state leaders, market participants, industry representatives, 
media, and general public. ERCOT, Inc. will work to establish 
its leaders as resources for the media, legislators, and other 
government officials. Effective, two-way communication 
helps build trust and credibility and helps mitigate crisis 
situations. Investing in improving external communications is 
a strategic priority as ERCOT, Inc. continues to establish strong 
relationships with its external stakeholders. 

3.5 Expand ERCOT, Inc.'s position as a leading industry 
expert by increasing external collaboration and 
knowledge transfer 

"'0~il? nc. to strengthen its position as a leading industry 
g ggllaboration and knowledge transfer is critical for 

expert and broaden perspectives. By increasing collaboration 
and leveraging industry experts, ERCOT, Inc. can tap into a 
greater knowledge base and keep up to date with the latest 
trends and innovations. This can lead to more informed 
decision-making, increased innovation, and improved overall 
performance. Additionally, by fostering collaboration within 
the organization, ERCOT, Inc. can encourage enterprise 
teamwork and idea sharing. This can create a more inclusive 
and supportive workplace culture, leading to higher employee 
engagement and » satisfaction. Therefore, increasing 
collaboration and leveraging outside expertise is an essential 
strategy for ERCOT, Inc. to achieve its mission. 

Im
a 
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PLAN 
CONCLUSION 
ERCOT's Strategic Plan sets forth a bold and transformative 
roadmap, aligning our efforts with the evolving energy landscape 
and the needs of our consumers. We will hold a steadfast 
commitment to grid reliability and resilience in an everchanging 
world. By enhancing economic competitiveness, we aim to 
provide accessible and affordable electricity to our consumers. 
As we nurture a culture of innovation and invest in our people, 
ERCOT will solidify its position as a leading industry expert 
and employer of choice, dedicated to serving our mission with 
passion and purpose. 

To measure Strategic Plan progress, ERCOT will utilize a 
combination of key performance indicators, objectives and 
key results, and measures of success. Metrics will be tailored 
to each strategic objective, allowing us to track grid reliability 
and resilience through measures like system performance and 
forecast accuracy. Economic competitiveness will be assessed 
by analyzing trends in wholesale power rates and retail electric 
prices relative to other areas in the United States. Advancement 
as an industry expert and employer of choice will be monitored 
through employee engagement metrics and retention rates. 
Regular progress reviews and data analysis will ensure effective 
tracking of our Strategic Plan's implementation and guide us 
towards successful outcomes. 

Together, we embrace the challenges and opportunities ahead, 
driving forward with a focus on balance, flexibility, and innovation 
for the ERCOT region and beyond. Through collaboration and 
partnering with our stakeholders, we will accomplish our strategic 
objectives and continueto be at the forefront of shaping a brighter 
tomorrow. 
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Ql-Q4 2022 Key Performance Indicator (KPI) Summary 

We serve the public by ensuring a reliable 
grid, efficient electricity markets, open 

YTD - 2022 Q4 - 2022 Q3 - 2022 Q2 - 2022 Q1 - 2022 access and retail choice. 
~Target Ielol ~ Target Ieloj ~ Target ~elo. ... Target ~elov~ ~ Target 3elo, Stretch 

Reliable Grid 
Grid Security Management 

Outage Coordination / Planning 
Forecasting 

Compliance Monitoring & Reporting 
IT Application Services 

WL_ 

50% 

50% 50% - 50% 

Efficient Electricity Markets 
Bidding, Scheduling and Pricing 

Settlement & Billing 
Market Credit 

Market Information 
IT Application Services 

50% -1~50%-= 

Total number of KPIs tracked: 29 29 
% meeting Stretch: 69% 76% 
% meeting Target: 28% 21% 

% below Target: 3% 3% 

ercotfy 135 
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50% 
50% 50% 

50% 50% 

29 29 29 
69% 72% 72% 
28% 25% 28% 
3% 3% 0% 

2 

50% 
50% 

Open Access & Retail Choice 
Customer Switching / Registry 

Market Information 
IT Application Services---50%50%--

Other Support and Management Functions 
Finance 
Security WIJ 



Ql -Q4 2022 KPI Detail - Reliable Grid 
~~2022 Target~~ 2022 Stretch~|/ rPI I~I KPI Description .m m 2022 YTD I I:II:E:3II:I ~~Performance Performance~~ 1 

Grid Security Management 
Control Performance 
Standard 1 (CPS1) 1 All scores 1~ Oct-172.76%, ~ M~,Z.~,=,Z.~%~~9.~ 

RG 1 frequency control > 140 > 150 I greaterthan ]1 Nov-172.97%, Aug-172.21%, May-172.65%, Feb-171.30%,1 
performance (rolling 12 ~ 150 /~Eec-1 73.429~,,BP-1 72.4tl.June-172.67~.March-171.6551 
month CPS1 score) ..d 
Interconnection Reliability None Iongerthan None Iongerthan / No ~r No ~r No 7/ No ~r No ~ RG 2 Operating Limit (IROL) 
iexceedance limitations 20 minutes 10 minutes ~xceedence~~Exceedences j,Exceedences Exceedences~~Exceedences~ 

Outage Coordination / Planning 
Outage Coordination 
performance: requests 

RG 3 approved or denied within 
timeline and with mitigation 
plans developed if required 

97% 99% I 99.85% I -#I:Ie@il-

Forecasting 
IOperations Load Forecast 
performance - Mean 1- i.. l.. RG 4 Average Percent Error All less than 4.0% All less than 3.5% (MAPE): monthly average 
day ahead load forecasts ~ ~ ~ ~ 
used for DRUC MAPE 
Wind forecast performance 
t MAPE based on installed . _.- ~~IApril-3.93%, 1 Jan-3.60%, 

RG 5 wind capacity: monthly 
All less than 10% All less than 8% All less than 8% Nov-3.2%, Aug-3.10%, 1 May-4.51%, IF Feb-5.20%, 1 average day ahead wind 

forecasts used for DRUC - Dec-3.6% Sep-2.60% IJune-3.93% . March-3.30% 2 

MAPE 

MAPE based on installed 
Solar forecast performance 

V Oct-3.77% I Jul-3.30% April-4.47%, Jan-4.61%, 
RG 6 solar capacity: monthly • All less than • All less thanl5% All less than 10% a 1 Nov-3.03%, ~ Aug-3.47%, 11 May-4.76%, ~ Feb-4.91%, average day ahead solar - 10% -

forecasts used for DRUC Dec-3.23% 1~ June-4.24% March-5.41% 

MAPE. 

All less than 1-- 3.09% 

, Ortt-9 AO 

2.09% //// 2.78% /// 3.19% 
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~ Ql -Q4 2022 KPI Detail - Reliable Grid 

2022 Target ~ 2022 Stretch ~ IKPI ID '~ . 2022 YTD ~ ri riir.7i .I Performance,ILPerformance/i .i -
Compliance Monitoring & Reporting 

RG 8 Achieve compliance with 
SOC controls 

IT Application Services 

No exceptions I 
found in a SOC 

audit I 

' SOC audit for"~~ soc audit fof-
2022 was 2022 was 

completed with completed with an N/A an unqualified unqualified 
opinion and no opinion and no 

L exceptions 4b exceptions 

74% of controls 
have been 
tested; no 
exceptions 

noted to date. 

Controls --7 
reviewed by Testing has notl 
new auditor; yet started for 

testing in the SOC audi~ 
progress. 

Energy Management 
RG 9 System Tier 1 Aggregate 

Availabil ity 

Energy Management 
RG 10 System Tier 2 Aggregate 

Availabil ity 

All Tier 1 systems 
meet or exceed N/A defined SLAs 

(99.90%) 
Achieve 99.9% Achieve 99.9% availability for 10 

of 11 Tier 2 availability for all 
Tier 2 systems systems 

RG 11 

RG 12 

RG 13 

RG 14 

Security Constrained 
Economic Dispatch 
(SCED) Availability 
Security Constrained 
Economic Dispatch 
(SCED): numberof 
unplanned outages greater 
than 30 consecutive 
minutes (per quarter) 
Outage Scheduler 
Availabil ity 
Network Model 
Management System 
i(NMMS) Availability 

L 100% . ee 100% 

1 99.99% / 100% . 99.96% 99.99% ~ 100% 99.95% 100% 

0 
99% 99.5% . 00%1 ~ .00%1~1 

Zero N/A One Ze ro Zero Zero 

100% 

99% 99.5% 

1/ / 

100% I 100% 100% 
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Ql -Q4 2022 KPI Detail - Efficient Electricity Markets 

~~ IPerformancel Performance 
2022 Target r 2022 Stretch 

Bidding, Scheduling and Pricing 
DAM quality of solution as measured with price 

EM 1 corrections: percent of hourly prices requiring DAM 1-3 % of time <1% of time IO.30% [ 0.14% ]' 0.00% 1 0.00% 1 1.10% // 
price correction 

EM 2 

SCED solution is solved and posted: percent of 15-
minute Settlement Interval prices where price 
corrections are performed. This measure includes 
corrections from routine work (e.g., database loads 
and site failover) 

0.25% - 1% <0.25% I O.04% . 0.02% 0.15% I 0.00% 0.00% 

Settlement & Billing 

EM 3 Achieve timely settlements per Protocol defined 
timelines 

F --~Perform accurate settlements as measured by the 
EM 4 percent of statements/invoices that do not require a 

correction as a result of an error in the settlement 
~and billing systems or processes 

99% 100% 

98% 99.9% 

Market Credit 

EM 5 Credit reports are correct and posted in a timely 
manner 

Market Information 

EM 6 Wholesale extracts available per Protocol timelines 

IIT Application Services 

98% 100% 1100% 1 qIJI~ 

98% 99% •99.89% 99.999 

1100% 

99.35% 

I 100% 1 100% ~0~~0~ 
99.72% 99.85% 99.67% 100% 1 

99.99% ~ZZ~ 6 99.70% 

EM 7 ~Congestion Revenue Rights (CRR) Availability 

EM 8 Market Management System Aggregate Availability 1 1 

ercotfy 
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99% 99.5% 

99% 99.5% 
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Ql -Q4 2022 KPI Detail - Open Access & Retail Choice 

LPI IU .E,='. ~2022 Target~ 2022 Stretch~/2022~ 
~Performance/~Performance~~xuul ~il• ~ Q2 n. 

~Customer Switching / Registry 
Conduct retail transaction processing per Protocol I.=../Illl"...4...i.'. OARC 1 98% 99% 199.99%' 99.99% 99.99% 99.99% v 99.99% 1 timelines A .L A/A '.. ..A 

OARC 2 End use customer switch notifications processed per 
PUCT rules 

Market Information 

99% 10056 t.100%,lt 10056.1 ~ 
OARC 3 Retail extracts available per Protocol timelines 

I I 
IT Application Services 

OARC 4 Retail Processing Availability - Business Hours 

OARC 5 Market Information System (MIS) Availability 

98% 99% riZEFZL 100% 1 100% 100% 

99.90% 99.95% 

99% 99.5% 

Fz tot,.z~ ® m, 
!99.88% ' 99.67% 99.95% 99.92% ' 99.97% ! 

Ak A.. A. J. 4 
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Ql-Q4 2022 KPI Detail - Other Support & Management Functions 

~022 Targer~02022 Stretcl~~ -2022 YTD ~ ~erformance/Performance,~ KPI Description 

~Eln ance 
Manage spendingto be equal to or Zero or favorable OSM 1 less than the board-approved variance expenditure budget 

N/A 

Security 
Maintain ERCOT ISO's security 1 Zero externally 

OSM 2 posture against cyber security threats reportable cyber as defined in the Security Incident security incidents Response Plan 
Maintain ERCOT ISO's security Zero externally posture against physical security OSM 3 reportable physical threats as defined in the Security security incidents Incident Response Plan 

ercotfy 
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Zero Zero Zero Zero Zero N/A 

Zero Zero Zero Zero Zero N/A 
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